Diversity Bears Fruit: Evaluating the Economic Potential of Undervalued Fruits for an Agroecological Restoration Approach in the Peruvian Amazon
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Abstract: Agroforestry systems with a range of native and often neglected and underutilized tree species (NUS) are increasingly recognized for their potential role in restoration, simultaneously providing ecological and livelihood benefits. Successful adoption of these systems requires knowledge about beneficial species, system-level potential profitability, and barriers faced by farmers. Such information is essential but lacking for most NUS. We analyzed the economic potential of NUS in diverse smallholder-managed agroforestry systems in the Peruvian Amazon. Through semi-structured surveys with local stakeholders (n = 40), we identified 10 native Amazonian NUS fruit with ecological, nutritional and commercial benefits. We then simulated the potential revenue per species and system-level profit of an agroforestry system designed with the 10 NUS. Our projections suggest that a diverse NUS-based agroforestry system can outcompete most alternative land-uses in the region on a per hectare profit basis. This shows that including NUS in restoration efforts could provide economic benefits for smallholders. To realize this potential, we recommend adapted interventions, e.g., increased farmer access to planting material, technical support for production and capacity building with a focus on high-potential NUS.
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1. Introduction

Globally awareness is growing regarding the need to restore lands degraded by decades of large-scale deforestation [1]. Forest landscape restoration aims to simultaneously enhance ecological functioning, ecosystem service delivery and human wellbeing in degraded forest landscapes [2]. Agroecological approaches in general, and agroforestry in particular, are increasingly seen as essential tools for restoration interventions since they can provide a variety of ecosystem services while simultaneously contributing to food security and livelihood improvement [3–8]. In the IUCN guide to the Restoration Opportunities Assessment Methodology (ROAM) [9], the term ‘agroforestry’ is mentioned 48 times, showing that forest landscape restoration and agroforestry are increasingly considered complementary to each other.

To maximize the multiple benefits of agroforestry systems within agroecological restoration approaches, agroforestry systems should be diverse and largely based on native species [10,11]. The commercial potential of tropical non-wood products such as fruits has been known for decades [12]. Currently, in the Americas alone, 1257 fruits are registered in the New World Fruit database [13], many of which have the potential to be included in diverse agroforestry systems. Despite their multiple benefits, many of these species are currently neglected or underutilized (NUS) [14]. NUS have been defined as crops that hold significant potential for improving diets and nutrition, while protecting agrobiodiversity, but that are marginalized [15]. Under the pressure of international market forces, diverse agroforestry systems that include NUS have often been replaced by agroforestry systems based on just one or two cash crops (e.g., [16,17]), which strongly limits both the environmental and livelihood benefits these systems provide [10].

The successful implementation of diverse NUS-based agroforestry systems in agroecological restoration interventions is not straightforward. It relies on pre-requisite knowledge, related to the local socio-economic reality [18]. First, the choice of NUS must be based on locally grown species with known nutritional benefits. Identifying species with additional commercial and ecological benefits will increase the chances to meet restoration objectives [19]. Yet, while many studies have evaluated single benefits (e.g., [20,21]), very few have evaluated multiple benefits simultaneously. Second, the economic viability of the NUS-based agroforestry system must be estimated. Recent studies have evaluated economic viability of diverse agroforestry systems [22,23]. However, the systems evaluated in these studies were mostly based on well-known cash crops such as corn, banana, cacao, citrus and cassava, and therefore do not provide information on the economic potential of including NUS in agroecological restoration approaches. ROAM guidelines provide a useful framework to simply evaluate costs and benefit of restoration interventions, based on local farmer-reported values [9]. A third key factor for restorative success is understanding the barriers to farmer’s adoption of NUS in agroforestry systems [14]. However, in the case of NUS-based restoration approaches, the motivations for adoption are complex and still poorly understood.

In this study we analyze the economic potential of NUS within diverse smallholder-managed agroforestry systems, for agroecological restoration approaches. Specifically, we (1) identify 10 underutilized native Amazonian fruit species which have, in the perception of farmers and agroforestry specialists, high potential in terms of ecological, nutritional and commercial benefits, (2) estimate the potential revenue over time of individual trees of these species, (3) estimate the potential costs and revenues over time of an agroforestry system designed with the previously identified species, based on local farmers preferences, and (4) explore barriers to adoption by identifying the main reasons mentioned by local farmers for planting or not planting those high-potential species.

We combine the use of ROAM with data from structured and semi-structured surveys and field observations made in the south-eastern Amazon, in the Peruvian department of Madre de Dios.
2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Region

The department Madre de Dios, in the western part of the Amazon basin, is located in the south-east of Peru. The region is 85,300 km² in size, almost entirely covered (95%) by rainforest [24]. 2017 was a year of historically high forest cover loss of over 20,000 hectares, doubling the loss of 2008. For the first time, the region was second in the ranking of Peruvian departments with highest forest cover losses [25] and it remains among the Peruvian departments with highest deforestation rates [26]. Historically colonized by consecutive migration waves, the department is today attracting Andean immigrant populations who are driven by the economic perspectives offered to rural workers in the sectors of informal gold mining and agriculture. These land-uses are the main drivers of the region’s high deforestation rates [27] and have benefited from the recent paving of the Inter-oceanic Highway, along which all recent deforestation hotspots are located [25].

Farmers in Madre de Dios are mostly smallholder colonists [28] who manage a wide range of farm systems, ranging from highly diverse agroforests and home gardens to extensive pastures and monocultures. Many of them benefited from rural colonization policies in the 80ies, that provided them with large plots of land (up to 400 hectares) to allow for slash-and-burn cultivation [29]. The largest regional agroforestry development programs happened in the 90ies, for example with the government-led project INRENA-ITTO that led to the establishment of 1500 ha of agroforestry systems [30]. Today, the land of most farmers includes mature but degraded forest, and it is only cultivated in parts. As agriculture has become the main alternative land use promoted by the local government to transition away from illegal mining, several public programs (e.g., AGROIDEAS [31]) are promoting crop conversions to shift from regionally marketed foods towards commodity cash crops. The cultivated surface of cacao, for example, has doubled between 2010 and 2017 [32]. These interventions on the farming system and the consequent agricultural intensification are likely to affect most local smallholder farmers. While extractive activities such as illegal gold mining or Brazil Nut harvesting have been widely studied in Madre de Dios (e.g., [33,34]), there have been very few studies on the local farming systems, about interventions that can reconcile crop diversity with livelihoods, and their potential to restore degraded land.

2.2. Research Framework

To analyze the economic potential of NUS within diverse smallholder-managed agroforestry systems, we used an adaptation of the framework presented in the ROAM guide [9]. Table 1 shows the ROAM guideline steps for estimating costs and benefits, and the associated method we chose. Our study consisted of the identification of high-potential NUS fruit, the estimation of potential profitability of their production over time (both for individual trees and for a system we designed that combines the identified species) and the exploration of reasons mentioned by local farmers for planting the identified species or not.
Table 1. The 4 steps in the ROAM framework to estimate costs and benefits of restoration interventions (left column), and the corresponding method used in this study to analyze the economic potential of NUS within diverse smallholder-managed agroforestry systems, for agroecological restoration approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROAM Guidelines</th>
<th>This Study’s Associated Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 “Agree on the main restoration interventions being considered, where and under what conditions.”</td>
<td>Restoration intervention based on the implementation of diverse, fruit and NUS-based agroforestry systems, with smallholder farmers in Madre de Dios. We identified 10 high-potential native NUS fruit based on interviews with agroforestry specialists ( n = 11 ) (objective 1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 “Make a relatively reliable estimate of the different technical specifications involved in [the] intervention (…) and the incremental benefits (or changes) that should be produced”</td>
<td>First, we identified the types of costs associated with the implementation of agroforestry systems based on literature [35,36]. Then, we collected this cost data, and productivity and price data by interviewing farmers ( n = 23 ) and commercial specialists ( n = 7 ). Next, we projected each high-potential species’ revenue over 30 years (objective 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 “Calculate and model the (…) goods and services for restoration interventions and their associated costs and benefits.”</td>
<td>We projected the potential profit over 30 years of an agroforestry system based on the high-potential NUS and designed according to farmers preference (objective 3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 “Conduct a sensitivity and uncertainty analysis”</td>
<td>We consider both the numerical and social uncertainties of our analysis by: 1. Determining 95% confidence intervals of our agroforest revenue and profit projections (Section 2.2.3.2); 2. Identifying the main reasons mentioned by local farmers for planting or not planting the species that the model is based on (objective 4).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1. Data Collection

To complete each objective of the study, we relied on one literature review and interviews with three groups of local stakeholders: agroforestry specialists, commercial specialists and farmers.

The literature review was aimed at identifying Amazonian tree-sourced foods and medicinal non-timber forest products (NTFPs) in the region of Madre de Dios. We searched for scientific literature containing the keywords “ethnobotany”, “home-gardens”, “NTFPs”, “agroforestry” and “analog forestry” combined with “Madre de Dios” or “Amazonian Peru” on the search engine Google Scholar. In total, 21 species were selected based on the following criteria: (1) the species is a NUS, meaning that they are economically viable and nutrient-rich, but marginalized by researchers, breeders and policy-makers \[37\]; (2) there is evidence of commercial trading in Peru or abroad; (3) the species is native to the Amazon and adapted to the specific climatic and soil characteristics of Madre de Dios; (4) the species has either an edible and/or medicinal function. The 21 species that resulted from this literature review are listed in Table S1 (see Supplementary Materials).

Then, we identified and interviewed 11 local agroforestry specialists from governmental and non-governmental institutions in order to determine which of the 21 identified species provide most ecological, nutritional, and commercial benefits. Five of these specialists were identified by means of a Google search of local agroforestry NGOs. The other six specialists were identified based on the first interviewees’ recommendations. Table S2 (see Supplementary Materials) lists the institutions related to each agroforestry specialist. The questionnaire for the interview was designed to evaluate the three benefits: ecological, nutritional and commercial, each related to two criteria. The six criteria were tested in a set of 10 structured questions with yes/no answers. The criteria for ecological benefits were growing conditions (tolerance to drought and degraded soils) and ecosystem services (positive effect on the soil). The criteria for nutritional benefits were the perceived nutritional and medicinal benefits and the potential for local diet diversification. The criteria
for commercial benefit were the current market value and the perceived market potential (Table S3 of the Supplementary Materials).

Finally, semi-structured interviews were carried out with 23 farmers and 7 commercial specialists to gather information on farm characteristics, the productivity and prices of the identified high-potential NUS and the monetary costs associated with the establishment and management of an agroforestry system. A list of potential costs to include was adapted from Torres et al. (2010) [36] and Cardozo et al. (2015) [35].

The farmers we interviewed were selected using snowball sampling [38]. The starting point of the selection were contacts recommended by the Asociación Agricultura Ecológica (AAE), a local farmers association, and based on the condition that farmers considered themselves to practice agroforestry. The resulting sampled farmers where mainly men (over 90%), owning in average around 40 ha of land and with almost 20 years of farming experience. Most (55%) were first or second generation of migrants from the Andes. In total, there are 150 agroforestry farms with over four years of implementation in the province of Tambopata [39], the largest and by far most populous of the three provinces in Madre de Dios. Based upon the above we estimate that we sampled about 15% of the farmers in this province.

The commercial specialists (only one overlapping with agroforestry specialists interviewed, see Table S2 in Supplementary Materials) were selected to represent a diversity of sectors: academic, private, producer association and NGO.

To design a system representative of the region’s agroforestry systems, we asked farmers about the size of their farm and the number of species they managed, and based cropping density and structure on field observations (during visits of the interviewees farm) and interviews with farmers and a commercial specialist. Further, to determine potential monetary income that can be obtained with the production of the identified NUS, we asked both farmers and commercial specialists about the first year of harvest, months of production per year, productivity per tree (yields), and price per unit on the local market for the NUS they had experience with (see questionnaires in Table S4a,b, Supplementary Materials). We selected one commercial (from the NGO Camino Verde) for his expertise on agroforestry system implementation and interviewed him more extensively to obtain information regarding increases in production over time after the start of production for each of the high-potential NUS. To determine total monetary costs, we collected information about seedling costs, replacement rates throughout time, local salaries (to determine farm installation costs and costs for maintenance and harvest operations), costs of transportation to the market and losses due to unsold products among the commercial specialist that was interviewed more extensively and two farmers who were interviewed in a later round of interviews, in one case during the weekly food fair in Puerto Maldonado (to gather data on food loss), and in the other case on-farm (to gather data on transportation costs) (see Table S5 in the Supplementary Materials for an overview of the different data sources).

During the interviews with farmers, we also asked about their motivation to grow each of the high-potential species or not. Farmers were shown a list with the 10 high-potential NUS and asked structured questions about each, such as whether they currently grew it or not, and why.

Figure 1 shows the flow of data associated to each specific objective and interview.
Figure 1. Flow of data between the four specific objectives of this study and the literature review and three sets of interviews with n = 40 local stakeholders.

2.2.2. Identifying High-Potential NUS Fruit

We averaged the amount of “yes” answers from the agroforestry specialist interviews for each benefit in order to provide a total score per benefit. Then, the 10 species with highest overall benefit scores were selected for the following steps of the study and will be referred to as high-potential species. By taking the total score into account, both species with high scores on one type of benefit and species which scored well for multiple benefits could be selected, allowing for the different species to complement each other in a combined system.

2.2.3. Estimating the Profitability of NUS Production

2.2.3.1. Projecting Single Species Revenue over Time

Based on the collected data, we projected potential revenue over a time period of 30 years for individual trees of each of the high-potential NUS and estimated uncertainty in these estimations. A period of 30 years was chosen because it would allow all high-potential species to reach maturity. To be able to make the projections, we first, for each of the NUS, estimated annual yield of a producing tree by averaging the yield values reported in the interviews. Then, we estimated average market price (per unit) similarly. In most cases, instead of giving one value, farmers gave a maximum and minimum value based on yearly price fluctuation. In those cases, we averaged both values. We made similar calculations to determine the number of years until first production (again by averaging values reported by the interviewees). The resulting values are provided in Table S6 of the Supplementary Material. Further, based on recommendations of one of the interviewees, we assumed that from the year in which a tree is first reproductive, production gradually increases over a period of 3 years until full production (i.e., the average of the production values reported by the interviewees) is reached. An exception was the short-term crop cocona (Solanum sessiliflorum) for which we assumed full production was reached in year 2 of production. In addition, based on recommendations of the same interviewee, we assumed that the production of cocona decreases with the same speed as it increased (resulting in 3 productive years in total), and that the production of arazá (Eugenia stipitata) is 75% of full production in the 5th year of production and 50% of full production from the 6th year onwards. Based on these calculations and assumptions, we projected average production of each selected species over 30 years. We then calculated total production over 30 years by summing the values of individual years. To estimate uncertainty in our projections, we used bootstrap sampling (n = 10,000) and calculated 95% confidence intervals for each projected year. Bootstrap sampling was performed per species from the productivity, time until production and price values provided by the interviewees. All analyses were
performed in RStudio [40,41], and the bootstrapping with the boot function of the boot package for R [42]. R-script of these projections is provided as Supplementary Material.

2.2.3.2. Projecting Profit over Time for a Mixed NUS Agroforestry System

To be able to project potential profit over time of a mixed agroforestry system based on high-potential NUS, we first designed a system with the 10 identified NUS. We based our design on farm characteristics (size, number of species and cropping density and structure) obtained during interviews with the farmers. This allowed us to set the following criteria:

1. The total size of the system is 4 ha. This is less than the 7.4 ha in average that the farmers we interviewed indicated they dedicate to agroforestry on their land. However, we chose for a slightly smaller design in our projections because 4 ha is considered the maximum manageable size for a single farmer to implement over one year (Camino Verde, pers. comm. July 2018) and we considered farmers to be able to sell all their produce at the local market, without the intervention of a broker.

2. Trees are planted in rows, with a distance of 5 m between individual trees resulting in a $5 \times 5$ m surface per tree (which corresponds to the crop density observed on farmer’s fields during interviews), except for cocona, which was planted with 2 plants per $5 \times 5$ m surface due to its small size and as per recommendation of one of the interviewees.

3. Half of the rows within the agroforestry system are composed of light demanding species, i.e., camu-camu (Myrciaria dubia) and guanabana (Annona muricata) and the short-term producer cocona. The other half of rows is composed of shade givers, i.e., all palms and guaba (Inga edulis) and shade-tolerant species, i.e., arazá and copoazu (Theobroma grandiflorum). The division of species based on their ecological characteristics was also recommended by one of the interviewees.

The resulting design is illustrated in Figure 2, along with the number of plants per species per 4 hectares and their category.

![Figure 2](image_url)

Figure 2. Representation of one hectare of the mixed NUS agroforestry system design based on the 10 identified high-potential NUS, along with the number of plants per species per 4 hectares and their category. Each square represents a $5 \times 5$ m surface. Half the rows are composed of light-demanding and short-term producers, and half the rows are composed of shade givers and shade-tolerant species.

To project potential revenue, costs and profit of the designed system over a period of 30 years, we performed similar calculations and projections as for the individual species
(Section 2.2.3.1) but multiplied the estimations by the number of species in the system and added estimations of the costs associated with the implementation and management of an agroforestry system (the information for this was obtained by means of interviews, see Section 2.2.1). Costs in each of the projected years were calculated as follows: in the first year (year of installation), costs included hiring help for preparing the land for planting (i.e., 10,000 PEN for 4 ha) and buying of seedlings (3 PEN per seedling, except for cocona for which seeds can be easily obtained from fruits). A seedling replacement rate was assumed of 15% in year 2, of 5% in year 3, and 0.5% in other years. In addition, costs for hiring help were calculated 4 days per month per fruit for each month of its fruiting season, at a rate of 50 PEN per day. Based on the interviews, we also determined transportation costs (for transport of products by road) to be 200 PEN per month in each year. We included a 10% loss from lost or unsold products. Profit was calculated for each year by subtracting the corresponding costs from the revenue. To estimate uncertainty in our projections, we used, as for the single species projections, bootstrap sampling ($n = 10,000$) and calculated 95% confidence intervals for revenue and costs in each projected year. Bootstrap sampling for revenue was performed over the total productivity, time until production and price data dataset, including all species. For bootstrapping of cost estimations, sampling was performed only over the first year of production data, as the other cost related variables were based on the values provided by one specialist and did therefore not have variation. Temporal variation in production, costs and prices (e.g., due to fluctuating climatic conditions and/or changes in demand) were not included in our projections, since not all interviewees gave price and production ranges. We did however explore the influence of dividing the available space within each category between different species, by performing an additional analysis in which the number of trees of each species in a category was randomized, while maintaining the total number of trees in the category constant (e.g., within the “shade-givers” category each species could vary between 0 and 400 trees, but the total number of trees in this category was always 400). As for the single species analysis, all analysis were performed in R Studio [40,41], and the bootstrapping with the boot function of the boot package for R [42]. R-script of both projections is provided as Supplementary Material.

3. Results

3.1. High-Potential NUS

We found the 10 species to have the highest overall score regarding ecological, commercial, and nutritional benefits to be, ranked in descending order: copoazu (Theobroma grandiflorum), aguaje (Mauricia flexuosa), huasai (Euterpe precatoria), cocona (Solanum sessiliflorum), guanabana (Annona muricata), guaba (Inga edulis), pijuayo (Bactris gasipaes), camu-camu (Myrciaria dubia), arazá (Eugenia stipitata) and ungurahui (Oenocarpus bataua) (Figure 3).

The species were appreciated by the specialists we interviewed mainly for their commercial benefits, with 13 species receiving over 75% of positive responses. Copoazu, aguaje and camu-camu ranked highest for commercial benefits (i.e., all specialists that we interviewed indicated these species provide commercial benefits), while not all but still 75% of specialists indicated the commercial benefits of lucuma (Pouteria macrophylla), caimito (Pouteria caimito), guanabana, ungurahui, pijuayo, cocona, huasai, sangre de drago (Croton dracanoides), copaiba (Copaifera officinalis) and arazá. Very few species were indicated to provide ecological benefits, with only one species, guaba, receiving more than 75% of positive responses (94%). Yet, still a majority of specialists indicated that guanabana, pijuayo, sangre de drago, uvilla (Pourouma cecropiifolia), huasai, shebon (Attalea butyracea), shapaja (Attalea phalerata), shihuahuaco (Dipteryx micranta), copoazu and guaba provided ecological benefits. This is mainly due to the species resistance to droughts and degraded soils and, in some cases, to their positive impact on soil quality, for example in the case of fast-growing species that produce a lot of biomass (e.g., sangre de drago), palms that store carbon in the soil or nitrogen-fixing legumes (e.g., shihuahuaco). Regarding nutritional benefits, 7 species
received over 75% of positive responses: arazá, huasai, cocona, ungurahui, aguaje, guanabana and camu-camu. Camu-camu ranked highest for nutritional benefits with 88% of positive responses (Figure 3). This was due to the species being associated with nutritional or medicinal properties (e.g., camu-camu has high vitamin-C level, huasai was mentioned be rich in anti-oxidants) but also to the specie’s potential to diversity the local diet. Overall, our selection of 10 high-potential species provided a diverse and complementary set, with both species with high commercial benefit and low ecological benefit (camu-camu) and their opposite (guaba), in addition to species whose benefits were well distributed among the three types (huasai). The scores for each species’ ecological, commercial and nutritional benefits are listed in Table S7 (see Supplementary Material).

![Figure 3. Scores for ecological, commercial and nutritional benefits for different NUS species, based on interviews with agroforestry specialists (n = 11) in Madre de Dios, Peruvian Amazon. The 10 species scoring highest (in red) are identified as high-potential species.](image)

### 3.2. Potential Revenue of Individual High-Potential NUS

We found estimated average revenue in local currency (PEN) per NUS over time to vary strongly between species, with highest average revenue after 30 years for camu-camu (345 PEN/y) and lowest for guanabana (12 PEN/y) (Figure 4). The total cumulated revenue over 30 years varies between 8797 PEN for camu-camu and 293 PEN for guanabana (note that discount rates were not taken into account). However, 95% confidence intervals of revenues, representing the variation in the values that were provided by the interviewees, where large for most species (for revenue after 30 years of camu-camu for example between 39 and 804 PEN, and for guanabana between 7 and 18 PEN, Figure 4). The results indicate that potential revenue likely varies strongly both between and within species.
revenues, representing the variation in the values that were provided by the interviewees, where large for most species (for revenue after 30 years of camu-camu for example between 39 and 804 PEN, and for guanabana between 7 and 18 PEN, Figure 4). The results indicate that potential revenue likely varies strongly both between and within species.

Figure 4. Estimated revenue (PEN/y/tree) of high-potential NUS fruit in Madre de Dios, Peruvian Amazon. Values are based on interviews with farmers (n = 23) and commercial specialists (n = 7). The colored areas indicate the 95% bootstrap confidence interval.

3.3. Potential Profit of a NUS-Based Agroforestry System in Madre de Dios

Based on our projections, we estimated potential revenue and profit of the agroforestry system we designed based on the 10 identified high potential NUS to be high, with average annual revenue and profit to be 137,846 and 126,228 PEN, respectively after 30 years (Figure 5). Costs were higher than revenues during the first year, after that, revenues exceeded costs (up to a factor 11 from year 7 onwards, Figure 5). The total cumulated profit over 30 years was 3,097,508 PEN (or 1,447,748 PEN when a 5% discount rate is applied). The confidence intervals of our estimations (which represent the variation in the values that were provided by the interviewees) were large, with 95% confidence intervals of estimated profit between 58,630 and 243,466 PEN/y from year 28 onwards (Figure 5). When the number of trees of each species within different categories was randomized, average annual profit after 30 years was slightly higher (134,664 PEN/y) and confidence intervals were slightly increased, with estimated profit ranging between 47,471 and 311,874 PEN/y from year 28 onwards (Figure S1 of the Supplementary Material). This indicates that the distribution of species within each category has a limited effect on potential profit. Overall, our results suggest that, despite a large uncertainty in total revenue and profit, an agroforestry system based on the 10 high-potential NUS can become profitable within a few years and strongly outweighs initial investment costs after several years.
3.4. Reasons Mentioned by Local Farmers for Planting High-Potential NUS or Not

We classified the motivation mentioned by the farmers we interviewed for planting or not planting each high-potential species into the categories environmental, social, technical and economic.

The main reasons mentioned by the farmers for the cultivation of high-potential species were social (38.8% of the reasons mentioned), the main one being the self-consumption of fruits (29.6%) (Figure 6a). If the consumption for medicinal benefits is added (i.e., the consumption of guanabana leaves, believed by farmers to have anti-cancer properties), the self-consumption rises to more than a third (34.2% of all reasons mentioned). In total, 28.7% of the reasons mentioned were environmental, the main one being companion planting to benefit other crops (10.2%), which was in 9 out of 11 times mentioned for guaba (Inga edulis), a nitrogen-fixing tree used to shade copoazu or cacao plants. Economic reasons represented 26.9% of all reasons mentioned, the main one being “to sell it” (10.2%) (Figure 6a).

![Figure 6. Reasons mentioned by farmers in Madre de Dios, Peruvian Amazon, to grow the 10 identified high-potential NUS (a) or not to grow them (b). The reasons were categorized as social, environmental, economic and technical.](image-url)
Reasons given by farmers for why they do not produce the high-potential species were in majority classified as technical (35.3% of the reasons mentioned), with difficulty in harvesting (10.8%) being the most common reason, which was exclusively related to palm species, where fruit are produced high in the canopy and therefore difficult to reach. Access to seeds and seedlings (i.e. not having found any, not being given any, having lost them) represented a total of 12.2% of all reasons mentioned. Social reasons accounted for 24.3%, with lack of knowledge about the species (21.6%) being the most common reason. Lack of knowledge was mentioned at least once for each of the high-potential species, except for copoazu and pijuayo. Environmental reasons were 29.9% of all reasons mentioned, with farmer’s belief that the crop is not adapted to his/her land (17.6%) being the most frequent. Economic reasons were among the least frequent, accounting for 10.8% of all reasons mentioned, the perception that there is no market for the crop (6.8%) being the most common one. This was said three times for arazá, once for pijuayo and once for camu-camu (Figure 6b).

4. Discussion

In this study, we identified 10 NUS with high commercial, ecological and nutritional potential in the Peruvian Amazon. Our ROAM framework-based projections of revenue and profit over time of a system in which these 10 species are combined, suggests that diverse NUS-based agroforestry systems can be highly profitable from the second year after implementation. Further, we found the main barriers mentioned by farmers for adoption of NUS species to be knowledge-based and technical. Our study is among the first to identify NUS with highest multiple benefits based on local knowledge and to evaluate their potential profitability within an agroforestry system.

4.1. Identification of High-Potential NUS

We identified 10 high-potential NUS for which agroforestry specialists in the Peruvian Amazon indicated that they have a high commercial, ecological and nutritional value. The species status of NUS is confirmed in other studies, which mention them as underutilized [43], “cinderella species” [44,45], undervalued [46] or more recently included them in a list of pantropical NUS fruit [14].

While several studies have already shown some of these species single commercial [47,48], ecological [20,49] and especially nutritious [21,50,51] benefits, very few have looked at multiple benefits simultaneously. To our knowledge, this is the first study to identify NUS with ecological, nutritional and commercial potential, based on local knowledge. By doing so, we provide guidelines about which species to include in forest landscape restoration approaches, emphasizing the restorative potential of agroecological practices.

4.2. How Much Revenue Can One NUS Fruit Provide?

We projected that a single species, once productive, provides between 12 and 345 PEN/y of revenue (depending on the species). The confidence interval of these estimations was quite large (e.g., between 39 and 804 PEN for revenue after 30 years of camu-camu). Some of this variation likely reflects production differences due to spatial variation in geophysical factors and/or farmer management practices (see [52]), which can be a challenge when planning restoration activities. However, it is likely that we overestimated the range between which revenue varies, as we did not include covariation over time between prices and production (i.e., when production in a certain year is low, prices are likely higher as supply is low and vice versa) in the confidence interval calculations. Revenue per hectare has previously been estimated for a range of species (e.g., cacao [53], bananas [54,55], coffee [55]). However, these studies mostly focused on cash crops, very few have estimated potential revenue of NUS. Further, to our knowledge, our study is the first to estimate potential revenue per NUS. Knowledge on revenue per NUS can be particularly important for planning of marketing-based funded restoration initiatives (an upcoming funding
mechanism), as many of such initiatives focus on number of individual trees planted (rather than area planted), and most of such initiatives focus on agroforestry systems [56].

4.3. Projected Profitability of NUS-Based Agroforestry Systems in Madre de Dios

We estimated that average profit of the 4 ha system that we designed based on the 10 high-potential NUS, local farm characteristics, and recommendations on ecological requirements, stabilizes after 21 years at an average of 126,228 PEN/year per 4 ha. Our estimations are higher (although still within our estimated 95% confidence intervals) than those from another study that projected potential profit over time in a diverse agroforestry system in Madre de Dios: Recanati and Guariso (2018) [57], which estimated revenues to reach up to 72,000 PEN/year per 4 ha after 7 years (depending on the number of species that were included). A potential explanation for this difference could be that the Recanati and Guariso (2018) study maximized profit over 15 years using a 0.05% discount rate, meaning that species that produce sooner are favored in the selection thus potentially excluding “late” earners. We, on the other hand, used a different approach and selected species based on scores provided by interviewees. Interesting though is that both the Recanati and Guariso (2018) study and our study estimate profit of diverse agroforestry system to be much higher than the average income of agroforestry farmers in one of the provinces of Madre de Dios (Tambopata), which was estimated to be around 15,000 PEN/year after about 7 years [39]. Although this can partly be explained due to a poor access to the market for the isolated farmers included in the Peña (2018) report [39], it also suggests that farmer income can be increased if farms are diversified (i.e., farmers in the Peña (2018) study mainly focused on few cash crops with a relatively low market price such as low-quality cacao varieties, citrics and bananas).

In addition, our results (and those of Recanati (2018)) suggest that the implementation of diverse agroforestry systems can be more profitable than alternative current land-uses in Madre de Dios. For example, cattle ranching has been estimated to provide 1008 PEN/year/4 ha of income in Madre de Dios [34,58] (Table 2). This is consistent with the results of studies in other regions of the tropical world that have shown the financial viability of agroforestry compared to other land uses, in particular when focusing on fruit [23] and the financial benefit of using agroforestry as a restoration investment [22,59,60]. Yet, some of these studies pointed out the lack of cost-benefit analysis for landscape restoration, especially outside of Africa. Our study helps filling this knowledge gap.

Table 2. Profits generated by land-uses in Madre de Dios, converted to PEN/year/4ha, reported in the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agroforestry (Current)</th>
<th>Agroforestry (Modeled)</th>
<th>Brazil Nut Extraction</th>
<th>Ecotourism</th>
<th>Cattle Ranching</th>
<th>Rice Specialists</th>
<th>Excessive Timber Extraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEN/year</td>
<td>6000 to 30,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>45,084</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(=15,000 in average)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hectares</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2917</td>
<td>2651</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>5674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEN/year/4 ha</td>
<td>800 to 4000</td>
<td>72,000</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>9258</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>4269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We recognize several limitations regarding the approach we used to project potential income over time. First, we did not take into account more complex aspects of pest, disease and climate impacts on production. Although part of this variation was indirectly included in the values that were provided by interviewees, more specific incorporation of this variation would allow for better risk assessment of such impacts. Further, we relied on local knowledge for our estimations, which can be a limitation when people’s biases lead to over- or underestimation. However, production data were gathered among farmers, who based their expertise on empirical experience. Despite low levels of formal education,
farmers had a lot of knowledge about their crop’s ecology, production and related income. Comparing the prices per Kg of fruit reported by farmers with official data about on-farm prices [61] revealed that the prices provided by farmers were only slightly lower, which is consistent with market prices being higher than on-farm prices.

In addition, we assume that market demand always matches farmer’s production. However, NUS are mainly produced for local markets, on which their demand can be relatively limited (as was also indicated for several products by the farmers we interviewed). Therefore, if NUS-based diverse agroforestry systems are implemented on large scale, this should go hand in hand with increases in demand, for example by developing new supply chains or through public awareness campaigns that aim to diversify people’s diets [10]. Product transformation opportunities (such as drying or making pulps), could help in particular for fruits that are difficult to preserve and transport [14].

4.4. Why Are Farmers Not Already Adopting NUS-Based Agroforestry Systems and What Would Enable Them to Do So?

Our analysis provides evidence that four types of limitations influence farmers decisions to cultivate the high-potential NUS: social (lack of knowledge or interest in the species), environmental (mainly due to poor soil conditions), economic (low market or profitability) and technical (mainly due to access to seeds and seedlings and difficult harvest). Interestingly, the technical limitations where much more important than the economic ones, despite what is usually considered regarding limitations to the adoption of crops [62,63]. Yet, technical limitations have also been identified as significant in a study on Latin American NUS fruit trees [14] and in other studies about the adoption of agroforestry [64]. Further, we found the ability to self-consume the fruit, to sell it on the market, or to use it for its environmental services to be the main motivation for farmers to cultivate the NUS. This result is consistent with the results of other studies that showed that farmers prefer fruit trees that are complementary in terms of size and ecology to other crops [65], marketable [14] and that they like to consume [66].

This implies that barriers to the adoption of more high-potential NUS could be lifted with more technical and even financial support to smallholder farmers. Technical support could facilitate the formation of farmers associations and cooperatives, which increases market access and opportunities for product transformation. This is consistent with the conclusions of other studies, which stress the importance of supporting financially viable and culturally embedded agroforestry with supportive, permanent and government-backed institutions [59]. In particular, the provision of native seeds and seedlings is key for the upscaling of forest landscape restoration [67].

4.5. Implications and Directions for Further Research

Our approach offers clear indications on the species that have a high potential to simultaneously provide multiple benefits, a pragmatic method to explore the potential profitability of NUS based agroforestry over time, and important information on which barriers need to be addressed for the wider adoption of NUS by smallholder farmers. Our analysis therefore contributes to the provision of more informed decisions on the design and implementation of NUS-based agroforestry systems within forest and landscape restoration initiatives, and as such is an important contribution to the debate about agrobiodiversity, forest conservation, landscape restoration and improving rural livelihoods. We believe the next steps for further research aimed at the incorporation of NUS in agroecological restoration initiatives, should focus on the profitability of NUS-based agroforestry systems in a wider range of settings. For example, previous land-use (e.g., grasslands, degraded soils, etc.) might affect costs and productivity. Further, combining NUS with timber, NTFPs (such as Brazil nut, Bertholletia excelsa) and medicinal species can provide higher restorative benefits, especially when canopy trees are included. Non-native species could also be intercropped with native species to provide additional economic value (e.g., pepper) [68].

Our results also have implications at local level. In Madre de Dios, the promotion of agroforestry goes back to the 90ies, when the regional government and several NGOs
provided farmers with a variety of timber and fruit seedlings [30], some of which were the high-potential NUS identified in this study. Yet, the main species in today’s agroforestry systems are timber species, Brazil nut, citruses or copoazu [30]. Most local farmer outreach programs primarily promote only a few species (e.g., cacao, copoazu), risking to erode the local agrobiodiversity rather than to strengthen it [69]. Our results suggest that a different farmer outreach approach, based on the provision of technical support such as access to local high-potential NUS seeds and seedlings, harvesting material and increased capacity building could allow for more diverse smallholder farming systems. These systems have the potential to contribute to the local food systems while providing important means of rural livelihood. The importance of such diversity was demonstrated during the COVID-19 crisis both locally, to be able to respond to lack of food supply [70] and globally, as a general measure to reduce impacts of disasters on socioecological systems [71].
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